We present a method for calculation of disparity maps from stereo sequences. Disparity map from previous frame is first transferred to the new frame using estimated motion of the calibrated stereo rig. The predicted disparities are validated for the new frame and areas where prediction failed are matched with a traditional stereo matching algorithm. This method produces very fast and temporally stable stereo matching suitable for real-time applications even on non-parallel hardware.
Intro
Last decade marked an increasing interest of researchers in stereo matching of image sequences. This task comes up mainly in automotive industry, 3D TV technologies and robotics.
Using classical stereo algorithms (designed for standalone image pairs) on stereo sequences is not sufficient for these cases because of several issues. First of all, the resulting disparity maps are not temporally consistent -most methods exhibit unwanted flicker between the frames of the sequence. Second, it is desired to lower the computational complexity to achieve higher processing framerates. Typically this means that algorithms have higher error rate because they search a smaller volume in disparity space or do other simplifications. Finally, additional temporal information such as ego-motion or 3D scene flow may be extracted.
Related Work

Spacetime Stereo
Early work on spacetime stereo [19, 5] proposed extensions of spatial windows used for computation of matching costs to spatiotemporal windows, however they do not perform well with dynamic scenes. Their main advantage is that existing algorithms can be easily adapted to handle temporal dimension. Recent work from Richardt et al. [14] use spatiotemporal windows for the temporal variant of their algorithm (with addition of per-frame weights).
Temporally stable stereo proposed in [15] considers image sequences as space-time volumes and the matching cost is based on similarity of spatiotemporal elements called stequels -optical flow is not explicitly computed to recover motion.
A different approach is taken in [2] where temporal smoothing is applied as a post-processing of disparity maps using a median filter for each pixel over few adjacent frames. In order to cope with motion they compute optical flow between frames and trace the pixels over time.
Min et al. [12] achieve temporal stability by adding a coherence function to the stereo matching cost to lower the matching cost in areas with small changes between frames.
Stereo and Scene Flow
The concept of scene flow has been introduced in [17] as an extension of optical flow to temporal dimension. Some algorithms are designed to take advantage of joint calculation of disparity maps and disparity (scene) flow. For example, in [9] disparities are computed either using WTA or DP strategy, then the disparity flow is calculated using previous frame. Disparity prediction is done for the next frame and matching costs are updated to ensure temporal smoothness. In a similar fashion [3] describe a stereo algorithm with joint estimation of scene flow based on seed growing. The scene flow is grown from stereo matches from previous frame, then the scene flow is used to predict matching in the next frame.
Conversely, [18, 13] present a framework for computation of scene flow that separates stereo matching from scene flow computation. They argue that it is an advantage since the user is free to choose stereo and optical flow algorithm with best properties.
Real-time Stereo
Some of the above mentioned methods are capable of real-time or near real-time performance by implementing the proposed algorithms on GPU. There are further realtime algorithms performing neither temporal smoothing nor any extraction of temporal information. Of these the most related to this work is [7] , who employ a technique involving triangulation that helps limit the search space for correspondences. Similar to our algorithm the parallel hardware is not required for real-time operation.
Middlebury Stereo Evaluation page 1 lists more than a dozen of real-time algorithms. Most methods leverage the power of GPU (e.g. [14] ), while only a few achieve realtime performance on CPU (e.g. [6] ).
Algorithm Description
Our initial targets were two-fold: (1) implement a realtime stereo based on an existing algorithm; and (2) explore possibilities how to decrease the amount of disparity search space and achieve temporal stability.
The proposed Real-time Prediction (RTP) algorithm is based on the observation that scenes observed by vehicles or robots are typically mostly static and only few objects in a scene are moving. We could therefore predict how the scene would look like in the next frame (assuming static scene and considering ego-motion) and only validate that the prediction has been successful. Only the areas where the prediction fails shall be matched with traditional stereo algorithm, possibly avoiding a lot of computation.
Global Prediction and Validation
We propose a technique we call disparity transfer. It involves (1) prediction of disparity map from the last frame and (2) validation of predicted disparity values in the new stereo frame. The prediction assumes that stereo rig calibration is known. Matched points in the disparity map represent points in the 3D space. In case the scene is static and the stereo rig moves, the 3D points representing rigid objects should only be transformed using a global rotation and translation. If the rig is not moving then a disparity map identical to the last one should be predicted.
We assume that P 1 and P 2 are camera projection matrices of the stereo rig in one frame and the internal calibration K is the same for both cameras:
In the next frame the rig is transformed using a rotation R and a translation t, inducing new matrices P 1 and P 2 .
It is possible to show that if x d = (x, y, w, d), where (x, y, w) are homogenous coordinates of a point in the image plane of P 1 and d is disparity assigned to that point, 1 http://vision.middlebury.edu/stereo/eval/ then we can transform the point x d to the new frame as
where K is the calibration matrix, f focal length, b baseline and R, t are rotation and translation between the frames. The transformed points x d in disparity space are then aligned to integer image coordinates in the new disparity map. Finally the predicted (real) disparity values are validated by calculating the similarity in the new frame and assigning either d , d or no disparity if the similarity is below a threshold.
In dynamic scenes the validation will fail (i.e. no disparity is assigned) on objects which undergo a motion different from the estimated ego-motion. Such objects will be matched using traditional stereo (Sec. 3.3).
Estimation of Ego-motion
The prediction requires an estimate of ego-motion between consecutive frames. This is a relatively simple task when a stereo camera is employed and we are aware of previous methods [1, 11, 8] . Here we propose a simple yet roboust algorithm.
The task is to find relative rotation R 1 and translation t 1 of a stereo rig between consecutive frames from stereo image and disparity map from last frame (I The estimation proceeds as follows:
1. Extract Harris interest points {x i } from image I L 0 . Use the associated disparity map D 0 to determine disparities {d i } for the points {x i } and discard the points where the disparity is not known.
For each point
T and its disparity d i compute corresponding 3D point X = (x, y, z, w)
T by using camera calibration K and baseline b.
Predict position of points {x
from points {X i } using ego-motion estimate from the last frame R 0 , t 0 (initially R 0 = I, t 0 = 0). 
Real-time Growing (RTG) Algorithm
For bootstrapping and matching of areas where prediction failed we have produced a very efficient implementation of seed-growing method that is capable of real-time performance. In principle, other fast stereo algorithms could be used, but we have not tested them.
Our implementation is based on the Baseline Method from [4] . The algorithm starts with a sparse set of robustly matched correspondences called stereo seeds. The seeds are first inserted into a queue, then in each step their neighborhood is analyzed. The best matches from neighborhood are inserted into the queue for further processing and put into the output disparity map. The matching is greedy (once a disparity has been assigned, it will not be changed in future) and terminates when the newly encountered correspondences stay below the minimal similarity threshold. The threshold effectively determines the ratio between matching density and error rate.
The original paper proposes also a more robust variant (called GCS). That approach produces fewer errors in the exchange of density of the disparity map. We have chosen the Baseline Method in favor of the robust variant because of speed. The baseline method is several times faster since it searches a smaller part of the disparity space and omits a final optimization step. We plan to develop a combined method in future.
The advantage of the seed growing is that by controling the seed queue one can indirectly limit the search space. This has a similar effect as the adaptive search range in [7] , although the means to achieve it are completely different. 4. Evaluation Figure 1 shows a sample of disparity maps produced from real-world sequences [16] . RTP maintains a better temporal stability compared to RTG as it greatly reduces the flicker. The improved stability comes from the fact that disparity maps from RTP are based on the ones from previous frames. The differences can be seen in the online resource 2 . RTP generally produces more errors than RTG because sometimes wrong disparity values are validated.
The processing speed on Intel Core i5 processor and VGA resolution is about 10-15 fps for RTG and 15-20 fps for RTP -it depends on the density of disparity maps. Our implementation uses two threads.
Next we compare the performance of RTP, RTG to ELAS [7] and SGM algorithms [10] in three aspects: disparity map density, RMS error of valid disparities and error rate (|d − d GT | > 2). The tests were run on a synthesized sequence with ground truth [16] -Sequence 2. The results are shown on per-frame basis in Figure 2 . The RMS error is low for both RTP and RTG. The end of the sequence is more challenging: the density of RTP/RTG decreases keeping stable error, while ELAS and SGM increase the error rate and keep the density.
Demo Content
The work will be presented as a live demo with Bumblebee2 stereo camera. We will demonstrate real-time 3D visualization of the scene as a point cloud and automatic registration of point clouds from estimated ego-motion. Figure 3 shows an example of a live demonstration. 
